
Made in Italy

PATEnTED

Advanced design & technology

Supreme manoeuvrability & ergonomics

Totally safe to use

Precise frictionless action

Quick & smooth release

Extremely light, reliable, tough

Completely rust & weatherproof

Durable special webbing

Beyond 

your imagination!

www.avtens.com

SEcurIng DEvIcE

Designed, produced 

and assembled in Italy



This new conception combines simplicity with

ultramodern technology, unrivalled functionability,

excellent design and in addition it is easy on the eye.

Avtens promises less problems and better holidays. 

The product is extremely light, quick, safe and easy to use. 

It will soon make you forget about all those tangled ropes,

belts and stress enabling you to enjoy your precious 

time to the full.

Avtens™ is especially adapt in difficult professional

circumstances and when safety is a priority: for example

when it is necessary to immediately release rescue

equipment and/or lifesaving devices. When danger

threatens, situations become hazardous, secure

measures must be instantly at hand, Avtens offers the

solution. When you are responsible not only for yourself

but the safety of others, don’t worry AVTENS WILL NOT

LET YOU DOWN

FX Version: the answer to

every eventuality is to have

the device fixed to your boat

or vehicle occupying a

hitherto small-unitilized

space ready for use. 

The device has optimal

manoeuvrability 

in the most restricted 

of spaces, where it is also

easy to install. 

SA Version: ready for use in all circumstances, all you have

to do is to make the strap form a loop around the load 

and the support to fix the load at the place of your choice.

Keep it handy to use everywhere and anywhere 

for all your needs.

HOW IT WOrKS

Marvellously simple to use this ergonomic jewel eliminates

the familiar problems of obtaining the correct tension and

importantly eliminates the risk of tangling or painfully

trapping fingers both when loading and especially when

releasing objects. Previously, with other devices, 

the tension of the belt that guaranteed security made

releasing loads complicated and cumbersome.

The patented Avtens™ system utilises the very same belt

tension to assist the release mode with ease and safety,

with one simple movement of the finger, release is

immediate under all conditions. You will be pleasantly

surprised how the control

lever transforms its

movements into the right

tension for the job at hand,

not only because of the

reduced movement of the

gearing teeth, but also

because of the complete lack

of friction or stops and starts

in its movement.

A WOrD ABOuT PrODucTIOn AnD QuALITY

The materials used in the production of the device 

are of the highest possible quality without any

concessions to corner cutting.

The technopolymers utilized represent state of the art

technology in metal replacement, some of these being

employed in the aerospace industry due to those

elevated mechanical properties combined with the

elimination of problems caused by wear and friction.

Stainless steel is used for the metal components.

Personalized polyester webbing characterized by 

a superior resistance to wear and against fraying.

WHErE DOES IT WOrK

It can be used anywhere and everywhere even under

adverse weather conditions and physically challenging

situations. On the deck of boats in calm or rolling seas,

but also in the boot of a SUV or Four wheel drive, in your

camper or even under the seat of your motorbike:

exclusively depending on your imagination. 

Designed to answer your load securing requirements.

With a light, easy to use Avtens in your pocket you’ve got

a good friend always ready to give you a helping hand.

AVTENS™
AN IDEA TO MAKE LIFE EASIER!

The Avtens AVT25 has added a new

dimension to the securing of loads

consigning all previous devices to

the scrap heap where they belong. 

Don’t forget to visit our site:
www.avtens.com


